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Abstract: This paper deals with the design of state observers for a class of ystems with set-valued right-hand-
sides. Two main classes of set-valued mappings are considered: maximal monotone and time-invariant; or normal
cones to possibly time-varying sets (not necessarily convex). Such controlled systems can be embedded in various
kinds of differential inclusions with absolutely continuous and bounded variation solutions (inclusions with maxi-
mal monotone multivalued mappings, and the perturbed Moreau’s sweeping process), using a suitable state space
transformation. The well-posedness properties of the observers dynamics are carefully analyzed. The stability of
the observation error is proved. Then the problem of stabilizat on with a feedback control using the estimated state
is studied in a particular case. Most of the results rely on rendering some suitable operator dissipative (or SPR in
the linear case).
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Synthèse d’observateurs d’état et commande d’inclusions différentielles:
une approche basée sur la passivité
Résumé : Dans cet article nous proposons une étude de la synthèse d’observateurs pour une classe de systèmes
multivalués, avec second membre maximal monotone, ou bien se mettant sous la forme d’un processus de rafle
perturbé (inclusion dans un cône normal). Une propriété de passivité est utilisée afin de mettre le système sous
une forme canonique adéquate, permettant de montrer l’existence et l’unicité des solutions. La stabilité de la
dynamique d’erreur d’observation est étudiée, et la stabilis tion avec un feedback de l’état observé est démontrée
dans certains cas.
Mots-clés : Observateurs d’état, systèmes multivalués, inclusions différentielles, processus de rafle, opérateurs
maximaux monotones, analyse convexe, systèmes de Lur’e, Lemme KYP, systèmes dissipatifs, systèmes positifs
réels.
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1 Introduction
Multivalued dynamical models are ubiquitous in many engineering fields such as mechanics (mechanical systems
with unilateral constraints and/or friction), electricalengineering (switched circuits), hybrid systems (relay control
systems, discontinuous dynamical systems adopting generalized solutions concepts), economics (projected dynam-
ical systems describing oligopolistic markets or traffic networks) and so on, see e.g. [34, 36, 41, 57, 72, 4, 13, 37,
32]. As a multivalued mapping is a mapping that assigns a set of possible values to its input argument, the resulting
models fall within the realm of differential inclusions [9,32, 68, 26]. To illustrate the broad range of applications
for this type of models, consider the class of Lur’e systems with multivalued mappings in the feedback path (see
figure 1). Such systems consist of the interconnection of a linear system of the form



ẋ(t) = Ax(t) −Gw(t) +Bu(t)
z(t) = Hx(t)
y(t) = Cx(t)
(1a)
with a multivalued nonlinearity of the form
w(t) ∈ ρ(t, z(t)). (1b)
The variablesx(t) andy(t) denote the state and the measured output, respectively, andz(t) andw(t) are the vari-
ables going into and coming out of the nonlinearity, respectiv ly, at timet ∈ IR. Systems of the considered type
may arise as a natural consequence of modelling (e.g. friction models in mechanical systems, descriptions of ideal
diodes in electrical circuits, etc.) or as a consequence of using generalized solution concepts for discontinuous
dynamical systems (e.g. Filippov or Utkin solutions [32, 24]). Examples of systems obtained by interconnecting
linear dynamics in a feedback configuration with multivalued mappings, as in figure 1, include various important
classes of nonsmooth dynamical systems [73, 14, 41]: certain piecewise linear systems [69, 46, 23, 22] (figure 2a),
linear relay systems [45, 62, 53] (figure 2b), mechanical system with friction [11] (figure 2b), linear complemen-
tarity systems [40, 71, 13, 37, 72, 20] (figure 2c), and electric i cuits with switching elements (e.g. ideal diodes
with characteristics as in figure 2c and MOS transistors as infigure 2d) [4, 38, 21, 19].
Considering the wide range of applications in diverse engineeri g fields, it is of interest to develop analysis and
synthesis methods for multivalued dynamical systems in general and multivalued Lur’e type systems in particular.
In the current paper we will focus on the problem of synthesizing globally asymptotically stable observers for a
class of differential inclusions that can be written in the general form



−dx+ f(t, x(t))dt ∈ ̺(t, x(t))
y(t) = c(x(t)), x(t0) = x0 ∈ dom(F (t0, ·))
(2)
with a main focus on the the mentioned class of Lur’e systems (1) that fit in (2) by takingf(t, x) = Ax+Bu(t) and
c(x) = Cx as linear functions and̺(t, x) = ρ(t,Hx). In (2)x(t) ∈ IRn is the state variable andy(t) ∈ IRp is the
measured output variable at timet ∈ IR. Moreover,dt is the usual Lebesgue measure,dx denotes the differential
measure of the functionx : IR → IRn, ̺(·, ·) is a multivalued mapping,f(·, ·) is a function representing the vector
field andc(·) is the output map. In casex(·) is absolutely continuous, the differential measuredx is equal to its
usual derivative (i.e. it is its derivative almost everywhere). However, whenx(·) is only of bounded variation, the
usual derivative ofx(·) no longer exists as discontinuities are permitted (think ofjumps in the velocities during
impacts in constrained mechanical systems [1, 34]), so thatthe differential measuredx is used. In the latter case
the inclusion in (2) is called ameasure differential inclusionas introduced by J.J. Moreau [56].
Concerning the right-hand-side of (2), two main cases will be treated:
1. ̺(t, x) = ̺(x), i.e. the multivalued mapping̺(·) is time-independent, and we shall assume in this case that
it is maximally monotone [66, 42]. The requirement that the mapping is monotone is an extension to the the
usually considered concept of continuous, sector bounded nonlinearity (cf. [74]).
2. ̺(t, x) = N(S(t);x), whereS(·) is a closed convex multivalued mapping andN(S(t);x) is the normal
cone toS(t) at the pointx in the sense of convex analysis [66, 42]. We will also show howthe convexity
condition may be relaxed.
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All these notions will be defined and made precise in the next sction.
w ∈ ρ(t,Hx)
w
yu
ẋ = Ax + Bu − Gw
y = Cx
z = Hx
Figure 1: Lur’e type system with multivalued mapping.
0
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
0 0
0
Figure 2: Maximal monotone multivalued mapping.
To reconstruct the state variablesx of the above system based on the measured outputsy, we propose two
observer structures (the basic and the extended observers), which are based on rendering the linear part of the error
dynamics strictly passive in an appropriate sense. As the considered class of systems and the proposed observers
are non-smooth, tools of convex analysis are needed to formally analyze and prove their properties. Existence
and uniqueness of solutions given an initial condition and exog nous inputs (called the well-posedness) of both
the system and the observer are carefully examined. Well-posedness of the observer is an important theoretical
question, and, from a practical standpoint, if an observer is to be implemented, well-posedness is convenient to
ensure the proper behavior of the implementation. From the existence of solutions to both the observed system and
the observer, the existence of solutions to the observationerror dynamics is guaranteed as well. After the formal
analysis of the well-posedness, we will show that the observer recovers asymptotically the state of the observed
system. As such, this paper extends the preliminary ideas that were presented in [39]. Interestingly, this means
that in this paper observers are constructed for a class of dynamical systems involving jumps in the state variable.
Observer design methodologies for differential inclusionare rare in the literature. The observability properties
of a class of differential inclusions, different from thosestudied in this paper, are examined in [10], while in [22]
observability for a class of linear complementarity systems is studied, however, without considering the problem of
observer design. Observer design for linear time-independent systems when additive input disturbances are present
is considered in [43]. This work can be viewed also from the pers ctive of differential inclusions. However,
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such differential inclusions are quite different from whatis considered in this paper, where the multivalued right-
hand-side (for instance, a friction model with stick-slip behavior as in figure 2b) does not represent an uncertain
and unstructured noise as in [43]. For Lur’e type systems with locally Lipschitzslope restricted nonlinearities
observer design was studied before in [8, 31, 64]. Observersfor nonlinear systems with Lipschitz continuous
output function and vector field are considered in [50]. In [33, 18] and the references therein nonlinear observer
designs are proposed for particular classes of smooth nonlinear systems. However, [8, 31, 64, 50, 33, 18] do only
consider single-valued nonlinear functions, which exclude the systems considered here as these allow non-smooth,
non-Lipschitz and multivalued nonlinearities. As many of the mentioned types of Lur’e systems can be considered
as hybrid systems, observer design procedures [5, 6, 44, 61,60, 48] for hybrid systems are related as well. However,
they do not apply to the general class of differential inclusion that we study. Indeed, the works in [5, 6, 44] treat
(both discrete-time and continuous-time) switched linearsystems assuming that the discrete mode of the system
is known, a property that does not hold in our setting. In [61,0, 48] observers were presented for continuous-
time piecewise linear systems, which form only a small subclass (without multivaluedness) of the general setting
considered in the current paper. Actually, in [60, 59] one indicates the issues that prevent the straightforward
extension of the presented ideas for observer design to the case, where the dynamics becomes discontinuous and
thus gives rise to multivalued maps.
The only exception in the literature that really considers ob erver design for multivalued systems is formed by
the work in [58]. However, the differential inclusions considered in [58] are different from those considered in this
paper, as compactness and local boundedness properties of the multivalued maps are assumed. These conditions
are typically not satisfied by the multivalued right-hand sie that we work with (see e.g. the ones in figure 2c and
2d). Moreover, the assumptions in [58] have the consequencethat solutions are absolutely continuous, whereas
we allow also for solutions of bounded variation, which is necessary in the framework ofmeasure differential
inclusions, where discontinuities (jumps) in the state variables are possible.
In addition to observer design, we also study the problem of output-based stabilization of multivalued systems
using certainty equivalence control. In certainty equivalence control one designsoutputfeedback controllers that
generate the control input via a state feedback law using an estimate of the state, which is obtained from an
observer. In linear systems, the separation principle gives a formal justification of this approach. In nonlinear
systems, no such principle exists in general. Some results for particular classes of nonlinear systems can be
found in, for instance, [7, 8, 70]. However, all these works consider single-valued nonlinear systems and to
the best of the authors’ knowledge, no results are availableon multivalued systems as presented in this paper.
We present a discussion on this topic for multivalued systemand show that proving stability of the closed-loop
can be done in general. Proving the existence of solutions tothe closed-loop system (showing that we have not
created a “trivial system” without trajectories) is much more involved. This might be considered remarkable.
Nevertheless, we provide two separation principles: one for the basic observer and time-independent mappings,
and one separation principle applying for both observer structu es (basis and extended) for linear complementarity
systems [40, 71, 13, 37, 72, 20] that fit in the description (1). These separation principles include both the well-
posedness and the stability of the resulting closed-loop system.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 some basic con epts of convex analysis and differential in-
clusions are given. In section 3 the observer design problemis formally stated. Two cases are examined: when
the multivalued mapping is time-independent (section 3.1), and when it is time-dependent (section 3.2). The ob-
servers dynamics are introduced in section 3.3. In section 3.4 we consider linear complementarity systems and
show how they fit in the general class of differential inclusions. Section 4 contains the main results of the paper.
The well-posedness of the observer is studied, and the exponntial recovery of the state of the observed system is
proven. The results for the case of time-independent multivalued mappings are given in section 4.1, whereas the
time-dependent multivalued mapping case is treated in section 4.2. The certainty equivalence control for multival-
ued systems is considered in section 5. A worked numerical example obtained with the INRIA/SICONOSplatform
[3] is presented in section 6. Conclusions are presented in section 7, and some technical results are given in the
appendix.
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2 Preliminaries
2.1 Notation and definitions
By In we denote then× n identity matrix and0n is then× n zero matrix. For a symmetric matrixA we denote
its smallest eigenvalue byλmin(A) and its largest eigenvalue byλmax(A). A (not necessarily symmetric) square
matrixP ∈ IRn×n is called positive definite (denoted byP ≻ 0), if x⊤Px > 0 for all x ∈ IRn, x 6= 0. Similarly,
it is called nonnegative definite (denoted byP  0), if x⊤Px ≥ 0 for all x ∈ IRn. For a nonnegative definite and
symmetric matrixP we denote its square root byR = P
1
2 , which satisfiesR = R⊤  0 andR2 = P .
The material that follows is taken from [54, 2, 66, 42, 63]. A mappingρ : IRl →֒ IRl is said to bemultivalued
if it assigns to each elementx ∈ IRl a subsetρ(x) ⊂ IRl (which may be empty). The domain of the mapping
ρ(·), dom(ρ) is defined asdom(ρ) = {x ∈ IRl | ρ(x) 6= ∅}. We define the graph of the mappingρ(·) as
Graphρ = {(x, x∗) | x∗ ∈ ρ(x)}. A multivalued mappingρ(·) is said to bemonotone, if for all x1, x2 ∈ dom(ρ)
and allx∗1 ∈ ρ(x1) andx
∗
2 ∈ ρ(x2) it holds that〈x
∗
1 − x
∗
2, x1 − x2〉 ≥ 0, where〈·, ·〉 denotes the inner product
in IRl. A multivalued mappingρ(·) is said to bemaximally monotone, if ρ(·) is monotone and no enlargement
of its graph is possible without destroying monotonicity, or more precisely, if for every pair(x1, x∗1) 6∈ Graphρ
there exists a point(x2, x∗2) ∈ Graphρ with 〈x
∗
1 − x
∗
2, x1 − x2〉 < 0. All the examples in figure 2 are maximally
monotone mappings with graphs inIR2. For two (multivalued) functionsF : IRk →֒ IRl andG : IRl →֒ IRm, we
denote byG ◦ F their composition, i.e. forx ∈ IRk we defineG ◦ F (x) = G(F (x)) :=
⋃
y∈F (x)G(y).
For an intervalI ⊆ IR we denote byL1(I, IRn) andL1loc(I, IR
n) the Lebesgue space of integrable and locally
integrable functions, respectively, fromI to IRn. A function f : I × IRn → IRn is separately measurable if
f(·, x) : I → IRn is measurable for allx ∈ IRn. An absolutely continuous (AC) functionf : [a, b] → IRn is
a function that can be written asf(x) − f(a) =
∫ x
a
ḟ(t)dt for anyx ≥ a for a functionḟ(·) ∈ L1([a, b], IRn),
which is considered as its derivative. An absolutely continuous function is almost everywhere differentiable. A
functionf : I → IRn is locally AC if it is AC for any bounded interval[a, b] ⊂ I. Let the total variation of
f : [a, b] → IRn be defined asvarf (x) = sup
∑N
i=1 |f(ti) − f(ti−1)| (a ≤ x ≤ b), where the supremum is taken
over all integersN , and all possible choices of the sequence{ti} such thata = t0 < t1 < . . . < tN = x. The
functionf(·) is said to be ofbounded variation(BV) on [a, b] if varf (b) < +∞. If it is right continuous with
bounded variation we denote it as RCBV. We writef ∈ BV ([a, b]; IRn) andf ∈ RCBV ([a, b]; IRn), respectively.
It is locally RCBV if this holds for any bounded interval[a, b] ⊂ IR. If f(·) is BV on [a, b] then it is continuous
almost everywhere on[a, b] except at a countable set of points. Moreover it has right andleft limits everywhere.
The right and left limits of a function att are denotedf(t+) := limτ↓t f(t) andf(t−) := limτ↑t f(t), respectively,
provided they exist. Sometimes we also writef+(t) andf−(t) for f(t+) andf(t−), respectively. In this notation,
right continuity off(·) in t, means thatf(t+) = f(t). We will also use a subclass of RCBV functions, which
consists ofpiecewise AC functions(pAC). A RCBV functionf : [a, b] → IRn is called pAC, if there exists a
finite set of time instants{ti}i=0,...,N with a = t0 < t1 < . . . < tN = b such thatf is AC on [ti, ti+1),
i = 0, . . . , N − 1. Note that the discontinuity points off are given by (a subset of){t1, . . . , tN−1}. We call a
functionf : [0,∞) → IRn locally pAC, when it is pAC on each bounded interval[ , b] ⊂ [0,∞). Note that a
locally pAC function can have an infinite number of discontinuities and that locally pAC functions are a subset of
locally RCBV functions. For a givenx ∈ BV (I; IRn) we denote bydx the differential measure generated byx.
Fora ≤ b, a, b ∈ I: dx([a, b]) = x(b+) − x(a−), dx([a, b)) = x(b−) − x(a−), dx((a, b]) = x(b+) − x(a+), ,
dx((a, b)) = x(b−) − x(a+). In particular, we havedx({a}) = x(a+) − x(a−). A multivalued mappingS : t 7→
S(t) ⊂ IRn is (locally) RCBV if it is (locally) RCBV, with the Hausdorffdistance being used in the total variation
definition above, andvarS(·) is right continuous. The Haussdorf distance between two sets S andS′ ⊂ IR
n is
haus(S, S′) = max{supz∈S d(z, S
′), supz∈S′ d(z, S)}, whered(z, S) = inf{‖ z − x ‖| x ∈ S}.
For a setS ⊂ IRn, we define the indicator function ofS asψS(x) = +∞ if x 6∈ S, andψS(x) = 0 if x ∈ S.
WhenS is non-empty, closed and convex, thenψS(·) is a convex lower semicontinuous function which has a
subdifferential in the sense of convex analysis, denoted as∂ψS(·). The subdifferential∂f(x̄) of a convex function
f : IRn → IR at a pointx̄ ∈ IRn is defined as{v ∈ IRn | f(x) ≥ f(x̄) + 〈v, x − x̄〉 for all x ∈ IRn}. The normal
cone to a convex setS ⊂ IRn at a pointx ∈ S isN(S;x) = {z ∈ IRn | 〈z, y − x〉 ≤ 0, for all y ∈ S}. One has
∂ψS(x) = N(S;x) whenx ∈ S and∂ψS(x) = N(S;x) = ∅ otherwise. WhenS is not convex an extension of
the normal cone from convex analysis is the Fréchet normal cone given byN̂(S;x) = {z ∈ IRn | 〈z, y − x〉 ≤
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o(‖ y−x ‖) for all y ∈ S}, whereo(·) is the standard “little-o” notation meaning thato(‖y−x‖)‖y−x‖ → 0, wheny → x
with y 6= x andy ∈ S. In the text we shall denote all normal cones asN(S;x), being understood that whenS is
not convex this is the Fréchet normal cone. WhenS is convex both cones are actually equal.
A setS ⊂ IRn is calledr-prox-regular [63, 30, 29] if〈ξ1−ξ2, x1−x2〉 ≥ − ‖ x1−x2 ‖2 for all ξi ∈ N̂(S, xi)∩
B(0, r), whereB(0, r) = {ξ ∈ IRn | ‖ξ‖ < r}. This means that the mappingx 7→ N r(S, x)
∆
= N̂(S, x)∩B(0, r)
is hypomonotonewith a hypomonotonicity constantk = 1. Then the multivalued mappingx 7→ N r(S, x) + x
is monotone. If a set isr-prox-regular, then all points close enough (at a distance less thanr) to S have a unique
projection onS, i.e. for all x with d(x, S) < r there is exactly one points∗, denoted by prox[S, x] such that
s∗ = argmins∈S‖s− x‖.
We present a technical lemma that will be of importance in theremainder of the paper. The first statement of
the lemma can be derived from [67, Theorem 12.43]. The secondstatement is a particular case of [67, Exercise
6.7] and of [42, Proposition 5.3.1].
Lemma 1 LetH : IRn → IRl be the affine mappingx 7→ Hx + h corresponding to the matrixH ∈ IRl×n and
the vectorh ∈ IRl and suppose thatH has full row rankl. Then the following statements hold.
1. If ρ : IRl →֒ IRl is a maximally monotone mapping withdom ρ 6= ∅, then the mappingx 7→ H⊤ρ(Hx+ h)
is also maximally monotone.
2. Let ar−prox-regular setD ⊂ IRl be given, and letC
△
= H−1(D) = {x ∈ IRn | Hx + h ∈ D}. For all
x ∈ IRn andv = Hx+ h it holds that
N(C;x) = {H⊤y | y ∈ N(D; v)} = H⊤N(D;Hx+ h), (3)
whereN(C;x) is the Fréchet normal cone toC at x (if C is convex thenN(C;x) is the normal cone of
convex analysis).

A linear system
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bw(t) (4a)
z(t) = Cx(t), (4b)
sometimes shortly indicated by the matrix triple(A,B,C) is calledstrictly passive, if there exist aP = P⊤ ≻ 0
and aQ = Q⊤ ≻ 0 such that:
PA+A⊤P = −Q (5a)
B⊤P = C. (5b)
The linear system (4) is called passive, when the above holdswith Q only nonnegative definite (Q  0) [16].
Since we impose strictness in the sense ofQ ≻ 0, we use here the term strict passivity. If the system (4) is (strictly)
passive and the symmetric matricesP = P⊤ ≻ 0 andQ = Q⊤  0 are such that (5) holds, then the quadratic
functionV (x) = 12x
⊤Px, called a storage function, satisfies the dissipation inequality [16]
V (x(t0)) +
∫ t1
t0
w⊤(t)z(t)dt ≥ V (x(t1))
for all square Lebesgue integrable solutions(w, x, z) to (4) on [t0, t1]. This inequality reflects that the “energy
stored in the system at timet1, as reflected byV (x(t1)), is never larger than the “energy in the system at timet0”
(i.e.V (x(t0))) plus the supplied energy
∫ t1
t0
w⊤(t)z(t)dt to the system over the time interval[t0, t1]. In this case
w⊤(t)z(t) is often called the supply rate at timet ∈ IR.
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2.2 Monotone differential inclusions
Let us consider the differential inclusion (DI)
ẋ(t) ∈ −F (x(t)) + f(t), x(t0) = x0 ∈ dom(F ). (6)
Definition 1 A locally AC trajectoryx : [t0,∞) → IR
n is called a solution to the DI and the initial condition
in (6), if for almost all t ∈ [t0,∞) it holds thatẋ(t) ∈ −F (x(t)) + f(t), x(t0) = x0 and for all t ∈ [t0,∞)
x(t) ∈ dom(F ). 
The following result is a generalization of the Hille-Yosida Theorem [36, Theorem 3.7.1].
Theorem 1 LetF (·) : IRn →֒ IRn be a maximally monotone operator andf : IR → IRn be locally AC. Then the
DI and the initial condition in (6) withx0 ∈ dom(F ) possess a unique locally AC solutionx(·) on [t0,+∞) in the
sense of Definition 1. 
Hence, Theorem 1 assures the existence and uniqueness of a locally AC solution in the sense of Definition 1
given an appropriate initial state.
2.3 Perturbed sweeping process and measure differential inclusions
Let us now deal with another class of DIs, which does not possess the structure as in (6). They are calledperturbed
Moreau’s sweeping processes, see [30, 29, 17] for recent contributions and [51] for an introduction. We consider
(2) with ̺(t, x) = N(S(t);x) the normal cone to the setS(t) atx, i.e. we consider



−dx+ f(t, x(t))dt ∈ N(S(t);x(t))
x(t0) = x0 ∈ S(t0),
(7)
wheredt denotes the usual one-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Note thatdom(F (t, ·)) = S(t) for all t ≥ t0. We
suppose that the multivalued mappingS : [t0,+∞) → IR
n is locally pAC or RCBV. Sometimes we also consider
the case whereS(·) is locally AC.
Definition 2 [30] Consider the DI and the initial condition in(7) with the multivalued mappingS : [t0,+∞) →
IRn being locally RCBV. A locally RCBV trajectoryx : [t0,+∞) → IR
n is said to be a solution of (7) if:
(i) x(t0) = x0 andx(t) ∈ S(t) for all t ∈ [t0,+∞),
(ii) the differential vector measuredx satisfies the measure differential inclusion in(7).

As mentioned in section 2.1, recall that, whenS(t) is not convex, the normal cone in (7) is not the usual normal
cone of convex analysis, but the generalized Fréchet normalcone [30, 29].
If the solutionx(·) is locally AC, then the measure differential inclusion and the initial condition in (7) can be
rewritten as



−ẋ(t) ∈ N(S(t);x(t)) + f(t, x(t)) a.e.t ∈ [t0,+∞),
x(t0) = x0 ∈ S(t0).
(8)
It is noteworthy that whenS(t) is closed, convex and non-empty for eacht, thenN(S(t); ·) = ∂ψS(t)(·)
defines a maximally monotone mapping for each fixedt [67, Corollary 12.18]. This is not necessarily the case
whenS(t) is not convex. The class of DIs in (7) is therefore quite different from the class in (6). The difference
between (6) and (7) is further reflected by the fact that in (6)the multivalued mappingF (·) depends onx only and
f(·) on the time only, while in (7) both the multivalued mapping and f depend both on the timet and the statex.
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Moreover, note also the differences in trajectories for both DIs, which are locally AC for (6), while they might be
locally RCBV in (7) and thus can have discontinuities (jumps) in the state variables.
Let us now present existence and uniqueness results for the inclus ons of the form (7) and (8). First of all let
us present a set of possible assumptions that can be imposed on the multivalued mappingS(·):
(A1) For eacht ≥ t0, S(t) is a non-empty, closed andr−prox-regular subset ofIR
n.
(A2) S(·) varies in a locally AC way, i.e. there exists a locally AC function v(·) such that for anyy ∈ IRn and
s, t ≥ t0
|d(y, S(t)) − d(y, S(s))| ≤ |v(t) − v(s)|,
whered(y, S) = inf{‖ y − x ‖ | x ∈ S}.
These properties will be used in the paper and recalled when ne ded. Now we can formulate a well-posedness
results for (8) under the assumption thatS(·) varies in an AC manner.
Theorem 2 [29, Theorem 1] LetS(·) satisfy assumptions(A1) and(A2). Letf : I × IRn → IRn be a separately
measurable map onI = [t0, t1] with t1 < +∞ such that
• For everyη > 0 there exists a non-negative functionkη(·) ∈ L1(I, IR) such that for allt ∈ I and for any
(x, y) ∈ B(0, η) ×B(0, η) one has||f(t, x) − f(t, y)|| ≤ kη(t)||x − y||;
• there exists a non-negative functionβ(·) ∈ L1(I, IR) such that, for allt ∈ I and for all x ∈
⋃
s∈I S(s),
||f(t, x)|| ≤ β(t)(1 + ||x||).
Then for anyx0 ∈ S(t0) the inclusion (8) has a unique AC solutionx(·) on I. 
The first condition is a kind of local Lipschitz continuity property in the second variable off(·, ·) and the second
condition is a natural growth condition. In caset1 = ∞ then the theorem provides a result on the existence and
uniqueness of a locally AC solution in a straightforward manner (in whichkη(·) andβ(·) becomeL1loc-functions).
We will also formulate a third well-posedness result that includes the possibility thatS(·) varies in a locally
pAC and a locally RCBV manner and consequently, jumps in the solutions might occur. We will start by presenting
certain characterizations of the state jumps. Letµ(·) = d(varS)(·) be the differential measure associated with
varS(·) and assume that in caseS(t) is r-prox-regular for eacht ≥ t0 that
sup
s∈[t0,+∞)
µ({s}) <
r
2
. (9)
Loosely speaking, the interpretation of the condition (9) is that the jumps1 in the setS(·) should be restricted to
be sufficiently small (not larger thanr2 ). In caseS(t) is convex for eacht, the condition (9) can be removed since
r = +∞. Under the condition of convexity orr-prox regularity together with (9), the meaning of the inclusion (7)
at an atom ofdx (a jump inx(·)) is given by the projection [54, 2, 17]
x(t+) = prox[S(t+);x(t−)], i.e. x(t+) = argminz∈S(t+)‖z − x(t
−)‖ (10)
with an equivalent characterization as
x(t+) ∈ S(t+) andx(t+) − x(t−) ∈ −N(S(t+);x(t+)). (11)
These characterizations are well-defined as ar−prox-regular setS(t+) is such that all the points that satisfy
d(x, S(t+)) < r have a unique projection onS(t+), as we mentioned in section 2.1. Note that convex sets have
this property for anyr > 0.
1Continuity of multivalued mappings is the continuity w.r.t. the Hausdorff distance. Let{τn}n∈IN be a sequence that converges to
τ ≥ t0 with τn ≥ t0. Continuity ofS(·) at s means that haus(S(τn), S(τ)) → 0 asn → +∞ [26, p.15]. The multivalued mapping
S : [t0,+∞) → IR
n; t 7→ S(t) is said to jump atτ if it is not continuous atτ .
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The well-posedness result, which we will present for time-dependent setsS(·) that may vary in a locally AC,
a locally pAC or a locally RCBV manner, is based on [17]. To apply this result, we consider setsS(t) ⊂ IRn that
take only polyhedral values as given by
S(t) = {x ∈ IRn | Mx+Nu(t) + F ≥ 0} (12)
for some matricesM , N and vectorF of appropriate dimensions, and a function of timeu(·). The inequalities in
(12) are interpreted componentwise.
Theorem 3 Consider (7) withf(t, x) = Ax + Bu(t), where the constant matricesA andB are of appropriate
dimensions. Moreover, assume thatS( ) is polyhedral as in(12)and non-empty for eacht ∈ [t0,+∞).
• If u : [t0,+∞) → IR
m is locally AC, then the perturbed sweeping process in(7) has a unique locally AC
solution on[t0,+∞) for each initial conditionx(t0) = x0 ∈ S(t0).
• If u : [t0,+∞) → IR
m is locally pAC, then the perturbed sweeping process in(7) has a unique locally pAC
solution on[t0,+∞) for each initial conditionx(t0) = x0 ∈ S(t0).
• If u : [t0,+∞) → IR
m is locally RCBV, then the perturbed sweeping process in(7) has a unique locally
RCBV solution on[t0,+∞) for each initial conditionx(t0) = x0 ∈ S(t0).

The proof of this result will be given in the appendix. Interestingly, the above result also provides uniqueness
results in larger function classes. For instance, ifu(·) is locally AC (and thus also locally pAC and locally RCBV),
(7) has a locally AC solution (due to the first statement) thatis unique in the class of locally pAC and unique in
the class of locally RCBV functions (due to the second and third statement, respectively, of Theorem 3). Similar
statements hold for the case of locally pAC input functions.This is one of the reasons why it is of interest to
introduce a general framework based on RCBV solutions, as wedid in this section. Another reason is that we
provide a general framework that paves the way to several extensions (including RCBV solutions,r-prox regular
sets, general nonlinear DIs as in (2), etc.). However, in theremainder of this paper, we will mainly focus on
locally AC and locally pAC input functionsu(·), because, firstly, these classes of inputs are rich enough for most
applications and, secondly, it keeps the treatment below deprived of additional technicalities, which would blur the
main contributions and message of the paper.
Remark 1 Many other well-posedness results exist in the mathematical literature for DIs of the formẋ(t) ∈
F (t, x(t)), see e.g. [68, 32, 9, 26, 53, 62] and the references therein. For instance,F : IR →֒ IR represents a sign
multifunction as in figure 2b, i.e.ρ(z) = sign(z), where
sign(z) =



{1}, whenz > 0,
[−1, 1], whenz = 0,
{−1}, whenz < 0,
then the maximally monotone approach as presented in this paper can be followed, but also the Filippov’s approach
[32] or the dedicated results for linear relay systems as in [53, 62] may be used to obtain existence and uniqueness
of locally AC solutions. However, the conditions in [53, 62]are solely valid for the sign function, while the
conditions in [32] typically require bounded and convex values of the multivalued map. These conditions are
satisfied for the sign-function, but not necessarily for therange of systems considered here, see figures 2c and 2d.

3 Problem statement
Two main classes of multifunctions̺(·, ·) in (2) will be considered in this paper. They correspond to sections 2.2
and 2.3, respectively. The rationale behind these choices is the need for existence and uniqueness results, for the
observer dynamics (as will be explained in section 3.3 in more detail).
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3.1 Time-independent multifunction
Consider the system (1) as in figure 1, where a time-independent multivalued mapρ(·) is in the feedback loop,
which yields the following DI





ẋ(t) = Ax(t) −Gw(t) +Bu(t)
w(t) ∈ ρ(Hx(t))
y(t) = Cx(t), x(0) = x0 ∈ dom(ρ ◦H),
(13)
whereA ∈ Rn×n, B ∈ Rn×m, G ∈ Rn×l, H ∈ Rl×n andC ∈ Rp×n. Moreover, we assume thatG has
full column rank, the mappingρ : Rl →֒ Rl is maximally monotone andu(·) is locally AC. All the examples
mentioned in the introduction (see figure 2) fit within this framework. Note that (13) can be equivalently written as



−ẋ(t) +Ax(t) +Bu(t) ∈ Gρ(Hx(t))
y(t) = Cx(t), x(0) = x0 ∈ dom(ρ ◦H),
(14)
which is closer to the DI formulations as used in sections 2.2and 2.3.
Remark 2 Certain multivalued mappingsρ(·) that are not monotone, can be transformed into monotone mappings
by using loop transformation techniques (see for instance [16, §3.10] [74, §5.6.2]). An example of such a mapping
is given in [39], where a new mapping is defined, asρ̃(z) = ρ(z) −Mz, whereM is a matrix of appropriate
dimensions, chosen so that the mappingρ̃(·) is monotone. If we then replace the system matrixA in (13) by
Ã = A−GMH , we obtain a system(13) with a monotone mapping in the feedback path that is equivalent to the
original system. 
To make the observer design meaningful, it is natural to assume that the system (14) whose statex(·) is to be
observed, allows solutions for all relevant initial statesand input functions.
Assumption 1 The system in (14) possesses a locally AC solutionx(·) on [0,+∞) for anyx(0) ∈ dom(ρ ◦H)
and locally AC input functionsu(·). 
Such conditions can be verified by results in the mathematical li erature on DIs [68, 32, 9, 26]. Also Theorem 1
can be used of which an illustration will be given in section 3.4.
3.2 Time-dependent multifunction
Let us consider (1) for a time-dependent multifunction̺(t, x) = ∂ψS(t)(Hx) = N(S(t);Hx), whereS(t) ⊂ IR
l
is a set that varies in a locally AC manner andu(·) is also locally AC. This means that the considered multivalued
system is



−ẋ(t) +Ax(t) +Bu(t) ∈ GN(S(t);Hx(t))
y(t) = Cx(t), Hx(0) = Hx0 ∈ S(0).
(15)
In case the variation inS(·) is not locally AC, but only locally pAC, the solutions may have jumps and (15) has
to be rewritten as a measure differential inclusion:



−dx+Ax(t)dt +Bu(t)dt ∈ GN(S(t);Hx(t))
y(t) = Cx(t), Hx(0) = Hx0 ∈ S(0).
(16)
Similarly, as for the time-independent multivalued systems, we adopt the following assumption.
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Assumption 2 The system in (15) (resp.(16)) possesses a locally AC (resp. pAC) solution on[0,+∞) for any
x(0) withHx0 ∈ S(0) and locally AC (resp. pAC) functionsu(·) andS(·). 
As we shall see later (e.g. in the proof of Lemma 3), the time-dependency of the setS(·) appearing in the observer
structures may stem from the time-variation in the multivalued map of the observed system itself, but might also
originate from the (extended) observer structure.
3.3 Observer structures
The first proposed observer (“basic” observer scheme) for the system (13) has the following form:



˙̂x(t) = (A− LC)x̂(t) −Gŵ(t) + Ly(t) +Bu(t)
ŵ(t) ∈ ρ(Hx̂(t)),
(17)
whereL ∈ Rn×p is the observer gain andHx̂(0) ∈ dom(ρ). The second proposed observer (“extended” observer
scheme) has the following form:



˙̂x(t) = (A− LC)x̂(t) −Gŵ(t) + Ly(t) +Bu(t)
ŵ(t) ∈ ρ((H −KC)x̂(t) +Ky(t)),
(18)
whereL ∈ Rn×p andK ∈ Rl×p are the observer gain and̂x(0) is such that(H −KC)x̂(0) +Ky(0) ∈ dom(ρ).
The basic observer is a special case of the extended observerwith K = 0. The idea of the extended observer was
also used for Lipschitz continuous (single-valued) systemin [8].
Similar observer structures also apply to the systems in theform (15) or (16) by replacingρ(·) in (17) and (18)
byN(S(t), ·), which leads in the most general case to the extended observer given by
−dx̂+ (A− LC)x̂(t)dt+Bu(t)dt+ Ly(t)dt ∈ GN(S(t); (H −KC)x̂(t) +Ky(t)). (19)
Problem 1 The problem of observer design consists in finding the gainL for the basic observer or the gainsL
andK for the extended observer, which will guarantee that
[Observer well-posedness] for each solutionx(·) to the observed plant (either(13)or (16)) there exists a unique
solutionx̂(·) to the observer dynamics on[0,∞), and
[Asymptotic state recovery ] x̂(·) asymptotically recoversx(·), i.e. limt→∞[x̂(t) − x(t)] = 0.

Remark 3 As we only assume the existence of solutions in Assumptions 1a d 2, it might be the case that the
observed plant ((13) or (16)) allows for multiple solutions given an initial conditionx(0) = x0. However, as
the solution trajectoryx(·) is input to the observers(17) and (18) through the measured outputy(·), the observer
dynamics has different terms in the right-hand-side corresponding to the different solutions. Indeed, letxa(·) and
xb(·) be two solutions to the observed plant forx(0) = x0 and letya(·) = Cxa(·) andyb(·) = Cxb(·) be the
corresponding outputs. When the observer dynamics produces unique solutions given an initial condition and given
the driving inputsu(·) andy(·), as imposed in Problem 1, the observer has for each individual solution trajectory
of the observed plant a unique response. To be more precise, for initial condition x̂(t0) = x̂0 and external inputs
u(·) andy(·), where the latter can bey(·) = ya(·) = Cxa(·) or y(·) = yb(·) = Cxb(·), the observer has two
differentsolutions, saŷxa(·) and x̂b(·), respectively. The problem definition above should be interpreted in the
sense that it requires in this case that bothlimt→∞[x̂a(t)−xa(t)] = 0 andlimt→∞[x̂b(t)−xb(t)] = 0. In essence,
this is not different than for observer design for linear or smooth nonlinear systems with unique trajectories given
an initial condition and exogenous inputs: the observer just recovers asymptotically the state that corresponds to
the input and output trajectories that are actually fed to it.
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By allowing for non-uniqueness of trajectories for the observed plant, a much larger class of DIs is covered
by the results in this paper, if compared to the case where theuniqueness assumption would be enforced. From a
practical point of view, the given interpretation is meaningful as well, because the actual physical plant typically
behaves according to only one of the possible solutions as allowed by the model (for instance, due to the presence
of small disturbances in practice). 
In case of the observer design, it is desirable that the observer p ovides a unique state estimate of the specific
(possibly non-unique) solution the system is actually following. A reason for requiring uniqueness of the estimated
state trajectories is the ease of implementation of such an observer (i.e. one does not need a selection algorithm
that picks a trajectory out of the non-unique trajectories). Moreover, in case the implementation is based on time-
discretizations of the DIs, uniqueness of solutions is a desirable property [1, 19, 27] as it is often used to guarantee
the convergence of the numerical scheme. Hence, in the case of observer design well-posedness (including the
uniqueness property) is of importance, although the observed system itself is allowed to have multiple solutions
(see Remark 3 above). Solutionsx̂(·) of the observers (17) and (18) can be obtained using some of thnumerical
methods for solving DIs, see e.g. [1, 19, 27]. For particulartime-discretization methods suitable for the sweeping
process, see [1, 54], and for LCS, see [19].
Although the basic observer is much more natural and closer to the observer structures for linear systems,
there exist multivalued systems as in (1) for which no basic observer can be constructed by the design procedure
given below, but one can find an extended observer. The reasonis that the design of the observer will be based on
rendering(A−LC,G,H) strictly passive for the basic observer or(A−LC,G,H −KC) strictly passive for the
extended observer. The example below indicates that for certain systems it is possible to achieve the latter, but not
the former. This justifies the study for the extended observer scheme.
Example 1 Consider the following matrices:
A =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
; C = (1 0); G = (1 0)⊤; H = (0 1). (20)
AsA is unstable, the triple(A,G,H) is not (strictly) passive by itself. If we try to find a matrixL such that
(A− LC,G,H) is strictly passive, we have to satisfy
−(A− LC)⊤P − P (A− LC) ≻ 0, P = P⊤ ≻ 0 andG⊤P = H
for some matrixP . Since the conditionG⊤P = H requires(1 0)P = (0 1), we can conclude that the first row
of P must be equal to(0 1) in this case, which obstructs the positive definiteness ofP . Hence, one cannot make
(A−LC,G,H) strictly passive by suitable choice ofL. Consequently, we will not be able to find a basic observer
using the results below. However, withL = (2 0)⊤ andK = −1, we getA − LC = −I2 andH −KC = (1 1).
Since the matrixP =
(
1 1
1 2
)
is positive definite and symmetric and satisfiesQ := −(A−LC)⊤P−P (A−LC) ≻
0 andG⊤P = H − KC, (A − LC,G,H − KC) is strictly passive and an extended observer can be designed
using the procedures presented in the next sections. 
The reason for treating the basic and the extended observersseparately is that the well-posedness conditions for
the two proposed observers are significantly different and also have a strong influence on the type of multifunction
that may be considered, i.e. on the observed system. Indeed,in the case of considering system (13) withρ(·)
time-independent and adopting the basic observer, the observer dynamics contains time-independent multivalued
functions, where the theory of section 2.2 applies. The other cases yield observer dynamics with time-dependent
multivalued functions, which requires the theory of section 2.3. Also, the well-posedness proofs are more readable
if the cases are treated separately. Asymptotic recovery ofthe state will be treated only for the case of the extended
observer, as the result for the basic observer follows then immediately as a special case (by settingK = 0).
3.4 Linear complementarity systems
To illustrate the applicability of the presented frameworkwe zoom in on the class of linear complementarity sys-
tems (LCS) that include various applications such as switched electrical circuits, constrained mechanical systems,
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piecewise linear systems, projected dynamical systems as ued in economics and so on, see e.g. [15, 35, 21, 38,
20, 47, 40, 71, 13, 37] and the references therein. A subclassof LCS fitting in the framework of the current paper
is given by
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Gw(t) +Bu(t) (21a)
z(t) = Hx(t) + Eu(t) + F (21b)
0 ≤ w(t) ⊥ z(t) ≥ 0 (21c)
with z(t), w(t) ∈ IRl and⊥ denotes the orthogonality between vectors in the sense thatw⊥z means〈w, z〉 =
w⊤z = 0. Moreover, the inequalities above have to be interpreted componentwise. The combination of the
inequalities and the orthogonality condition yield that for all i ∈ {1, . . . , l} we have for each timet thatwi(t) = 0
or zi(t) = 0. This means that for eachi ∈ {1, . . . , l} we have a characteristic as in figure 2c betweenzi andwi
and hence, this fits the multivalued Lur’e type systems as conidered in (1) and figure 1. Using the equivalence
0 ≤ a ⊥ b ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ −a ∈ N(K; b) (22)
with K = (IR+)k anda, b ∈ IRk that holds whenb ∈ K, one can rewrite (21) as
−ẋ(t) +Ax(t) +Bu(t) ∈ GN(K; z(t)) (23)
from which it follows by using Lemma 1 that
−ẋ(t) +Ax(t) +Bu(t) ∈ GN(S(t);Hx(t)) (24)
with S(t)
∆
= {v ∈ IRl | v+Eu(t)+F ≥ 0} ⊂ IRl, that fits within (15). Note that by Definition 2 solutions to DIs
of the form (24) satisfyHx(t) ∈ S(t) (and thus in terms of (23)z(t) ∈ K) for all t ≥ 0 and hence, the equivalence
in (22) (which is valid forb ∈ K) can indeed be used to show that (23) and (21) are equivalent representations.
Let us assume that there exists a symmetric positive definitematrix T such thatG⊤T = H and thatG has
full column rank. This is, for instance, true when(A,G,H) is strictly passive as the solutionP of (5) satisfies
G⊤P = H . Using now the state transformationξ = Rx, whereR = T
1
2 is the symmetric positive definite square
root ofT , we obtain from (24) that
−ξ̇(t) +RAR−1ξ(t) +RBu(t) ∈ RGN(S(t);HR−1ξ(t)) = N(S′(t); ξ(t)) (25)
with S′(t)
∆
= {ξ ∈ IRn | HR−1ξ+Eu(t)+F ≥ 0}. In the last equality of (25) we used the fact thatN(S′(t); ξ) =
RGN(S(t);HR−1ξ) due to(RG)⊤ = HR−1, full column rank ofG and Lemma 1. This leads to the perturbed
sweeping process formulation as in (7). The non-emptyness of S′(t) is guaranteed for eacht ≥ 0, becauseS(t)
is trivially non-empty for eacht andHR−1 = (RG)⊤ has full row rank due to invertibility ofR and full column
rank ofG. Hence, global existence and uniqueness of a locally AC (locally pAC or locally RCBV) solution for
eachξ(0) = ξ0 ∈ S′(0) is assured for anyu(·) being locally AC (locally pAC, respectively) by Theorem 3.
Consequently, the existence and uniqueness of locally AC (or locally pAC) solutions to (21) forx(0) = x0 with
H(x0) ∈ S(0) and input signalu(·) being locally AC (locally pAC, respectively) is guaranteed. In other words,
Assumption 1 or Assumption 2 can be verified for this class of LCS using this reasoning.
Observe that in caseE = 0 the setS′(·) becomes time-independent and hence, the corresponding multivalued
mapping in the right-hand-side of (13) is time-independentas well. In this case one could also opt to resort to the
fundamentals based on maximally monotone mappings given insection 2.2 to prove well-posedness of the LCS.
In caseE 6= 0, the setS′(t) is time-dependent and we have to proceed via the results given before. Observe that
the setS′(t) may jump whenE 6= 0 at points whereu(t) has discontinuities (i.e. whenu(·) is locally pAC, but not
locally AC). In this case state trajectories of the system may exhibit discontinuities as well.
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Example 2 A circuit that consists of an ideal diode, a current source and inductor, mounted in parallel, has
the dynamics





ẋ(t) = w(t)
0 ≤ z(t) ⊥ w(t) ≥ 0
z(t) = x(t) + u(t),
(26)
which can easily be rewritten, using the reasoning above, asthe inclusion−ẋ(t) ∈ N(S(t);x(t)) with S(t) =
{x ∈ IR | x+u(t) ≥ 0}. Letu(·) be locally pAC. Then the inclusion has to be rewritten as a measure differential
inclusion as in (7) leading to−dx ∈ N(S(t);x(t)). In particular, if we apply the pAC input (current)u(·) to the
circuit with u(t) = 0 for t < 1 andu(t) = −1 for t ≥ 1 with initial conditionx(0) = 0, the solution trajectory is
equal tox(t) = 0, t < 1 andx(t) = 1 for t ≥ 1. Hence,x(·) is pAC and exhibits a jump att = 1. In this case(10)
is satisfied at the atom{1} (at time1) of dx asS(t+) = {x ∈ IR | x ≥ 1} andx(t+) = 1 = argminz∈S(t+)‖z‖.

u(t)
R1
D1
L2
R2
L3
R3
D4
C4
uD1
uD4
x2
x3
Figure 3: A circuit with ideal diodes.
Example 3 As a more involved example of an electrical circuit we may consider figure 3, withR1, R2, R3 ≥ 0,
L2, L3 > 0, C4 > 0. One has0 ≤ −uD4 ⊥ x2 ≥ 0 and0 ≤ −uD1 ⊥ −x3 + x2 ≥ 0, whereuD4 anduD1 are the
voltages across the diodes. The dynamical equations of thiscircuit are the following ones





ẋ1(t) = x2(t)
ẋ2(t) = −
(
R1+R3
L3
)
x2(t) +
R1
L3
x3(t) −
1
L3C4
x1(t) +
1
L3
ζ1(t) +
1
L3
ζ2(t) +
u(t)
L3
ẋ3(t) = −
(
R1+R2
L2
)
x3(t) +
R1
L2
x2(t) −
1
L2
ζ1(t) +
u(t)
L2
0 ≤
(
ζ1(t)
ζ2(t)
)
⊥
(
−x3(t) + x2(t)
x2(t)
)
≥ 0,
(27)
wherex1 is the time integral of the current across the capacitor,x2 is the current through the inductorL3, and
x3 is the current through the inductorL2 and resistorR2, −ζ1 is the voltage across the diodeD1 and−ζ2 is the
voltage across the diodeD4. The system in (27) can be written compactly asẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Gw(t) + Bu(t),
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0 ≤ w(t) ⊥ z(t) = Hx(t) ≥ 0, where(A,G,H) is a strictly passive triple. The corresponding setS′(t) in (25)
is clearly not time-dependent for this case and consequently, the system fits within (14). 
Another important class of dynamical systems within the presented framework (with connections to comple-
mentarity systems [41, 14]) are so-called projected dynamic l systems (PDS) [57, 28], which have applications in
oligopolistic markets and traffic networks (see [57, 28]), in the modeling of crowd motions [55] and in constrained
control problems [47].
Example 4 LetS ∈ IRn be a non-empty closed convex set. Consider the PDS
ẋ(t) = projTS(x(t))(Ax(t) +Bu(t)), (28)
whereTS(x) denotes the tangent cone{z ∈ IR
n | 〈z, x〉 ≤ 0 for all z ∈ N(S;x)}. Roughly speaking, the
dynamics of the PDS iṡx(t) = Ax(t)+Bu(t) as long as the motion remains insideS (for instance, when the state
is in the interior ofS) and the dynamics is “corrected” once the dynamics points out ideS (and the state is on the
boundary ofS). This correction is done by “projecting the vector field ontS,” such that the trajectories remain
insideS. In [41, 14] it is shown that this is equivalent to the inclusion
−ẋ(t) +Ax(t) +Bu(t) ∈ N(S;x(t)) (29)
that fits within (14) withG = In andρ(·) = N(S; ·). 
4 Main results
In this section we will prove that if the gainsL andK are chosen such that the triple(A−LC,G,H) (respectively
(A − LC,G,H − KC)) is strictly passive, then the obtained observer (17) ((18), respectively) will satisfy the
requirements mentioned in Problem 1. To compute the gainsL andK such that(A−LC,G,H −KC) is strictly
passive, one can solve the matrix (in)equalities:
−(A− LC)⊤P − P (A− LC) ≻ 0
P = P⊤ ≻ 0
G⊤P = H −KC,
(30)
whereQ in (5) can then be taken asQ := −(A − LC)⊤P − P (A − LC). Condition (30) is a linear matrix
inequality (LMI) in P , K, L⊤P , which can be efficiently solved. For necessary and sufficient co ditions for the
existence of solutions to (30), see for instance [8].
4.1 Time-independent multifunction
This section is devoted to study observers for the system (13) (or equivalently (14)).
4.1.1 Observers well-posedness
To prove that strict passivity of(A − LC,G,H − KC) guarantees the proper behavior of the observer, we start
with two lemmas on well-posedness. We will start with the caseK = 0 (the basic observer)
Lemma 2 [Time-independentρ(·), basic observer, AC solutions]Consider the system(13) and the basic ob-
server (17). We assume that the triple(A − LC,G,H) is strictly passive,G has full column rank and that
Assumption 1 holds. Letu(·) be a locally AC input function andx(·) a corresponding locally AC solution to(13)
with output trajectoryy(·) for somex(0) ∈ dom(ρ ◦ H). Then the corresponding observer dynamics(17) has a
unique locally AC solution on[0,∞) for any initial statex̂(0) ∈ dom(ρ ◦H). 
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Proof: Since the triple(A−LC,G,H) is strictly passive andG has full column rank there exist positive definite
and symmetric matricesP andQ that satisfy (5) withK = 0. Applying the change of variables
ξ = Rx̂, (31)
whereR = P
1
2 , transforms (17) into:



ξ̇(t) = R(A− LC)R−1ξ(t) −RGŵ(t) +RBu(t) +RLy(t)
ŵ(t) ∈ ̺(HR−1ξ(t)).
(32)
SinceHx̂(0) ∈ dom(ρ), we haveHR−1ξ(0) ∈ dom(ρ). Define the mappingβ : Rn →֒ Rn as β(ξ) =
R−1H⊤ρ(HR−1ξ). Using the strict passivity condition that yieldsG⊤P = H , (32) can be rewritten as
ξ̇(t) ∈ R(A− LC)R−1ξ(t) − β(ξ(t)) +RBu(t) +RLy(t), (33)
whereξ(0) ∈ dom(β). From the strict passivity condition (5) (withK = 0) and the full column rank ofG, it
follows thatH = G⊤P andHR−1 = G⊤R have full row rank. Together with the fact thatρ(·) is maximally
monotone we have thatβ(·) is maximally monotone as well due to Lemma 1. From the strict passivity condition
(30) it follows thatR−1(A − LC)⊤R + R(A − LC)R−1 is negative definite, which means that the mapping
ξ 7→ −R(A−LC)R−1ξ is monotone by definition. Maximality of the mappingξ 7→ −R(A−LC)R−1ξ follows
from linearity, see [12, Proposition 2.3]. Hence, the mapping ξ 7→ −R(A − LC)R−1ξ + β(ξ) is maximally
monotone as the sum of maximally monotone mappings is maximally onotone again [67, Corollary 12.44].
Since the signalu(·) is locally AC, andy(·) is locally AC due to Assumption 1, existence and uniqueness of
locally AC solutions to (33) and (17) follow from Theorem 1. 
Remark 4 The state transformationξ = Rx performed in the above proof is instrumental to obtain well-posedness
for the observer dynamics in this paper. It will play an important role in the other well-posedness proofs and also
for the study of the asymptotic recovery of the state (in particular for the case when discontinuities in the state
are present). Performing state space transformations is comm n practice in observer design for nonlinear systems
[33, 18, 49, 50]. It is expected that the material developed in th s paper may extend to nonlinear vector fields and
output functions, where the KYP lemma for strictly passive systems should be replaced by its nonlinear counterpart
[16, Section 4.5], yielding observers with possibly nonlinear state-dependent gains. However, at this point, these
developments are quite premature. 
In the following lemma we address the question of well-posedness of the extended observer scheme. Since
in this case the multivalued mapping in (18) istime-dependent, we will consider a particular class of mappings
ρ(·) that corresponds to section 2.3. Actually, in this case it will turn out that the second and third condition in
(30), i.e. the existence of a symmetric positive definite matrix P such thatG⊤P = H − KC suffices to prove
well-posedness.
Lemma 3 [Time-independentρ(·) = N(S; ·), extended observer, AC solutions,S polyhedron] Consider the
system(13) and the extended observer(18) with ρ(·) = N(S; ·), where the setS ⊂ IRl is assumed to be a non-
empty polyhedron as in(12)withN = 0, i.e.S = {z ∈ IRl |Mz+F ≥ 0}. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds and
assume that there exists a symmetric positive definite matrixP such thatG⊤P = H −KC andG has full column
rank. Let the signalu(·) be locally AC and letx(·) be a corresponding locally AC solution to(13) with output
trajectory y(·) for somex(0) with Hx(0) ∈ S. Then the corresponding observer dynamics(18) has a unique
locally AC solution on[0,∞) for eachx̂(0) with (H −KC)x̂(0) +Ky(0) ∈ S = dom(ρ). 
Proof: Let us introduce the change of variable (31) for (18), where as before,R = P
1
2 . In the same way as in the
proof of Lemma 2, (18) is transformed into:
ξ̇(t) ∈ R(A− LC)R−1ξ(t) −R−1(H −KC)⊤̺((H −KC)R−1ξ(t) +Ky(t)) +RBu(t) +RLy(t). (34)
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LetS′(t) = {ξ ∈ IRn | (H−KC)R−1ξ+Ky(t) ∈ S} ⊂ IRn. SinceG has full column rankl, (H−KC)R−1 =
G⊤R has full row rankl. As S is non-empty by the hypothesis, this implies thatS′(t) is non-empty for eacht.
Indeed,S is a subset ofIRl and the full row rank of(H −KC)R−1 implies that for anyl−dimensional vectorz
of S one can find at least oneξ such that(H −KC)R−1ξ = z −Ky(t). Consider nowN(S′(t);x). By applying
Lemma 1 (for fixedt) we obtain thatN(S′(t); ξ) = R−1(H −KC)⊤N(S, (H −KC)R−1ξ+Ky(t)). Therefore
one can rewrite (34) as
−ξ̇(t) +R(A− LC)R−1ξ(t) −RBu(t) −RLy(t) ∈ N(S′(t); ξ(t)), (35)
whereξ(0) = Rx̂(0) ∈ S′(0). The description (35) fits within (8) withS′(t) = {ξ ∈ IRn | M(H−KC)R−1ξ+
Ky(t) + F ≥ 0} of the form (12). Sinceu(·) andy(·) are locally AC, the result follows now from Theorem 3.
4.1.2 Asymptotic recovery of the state
The following theorem states one of the main results of the paper.
Theorem 4 Consider the observed system(13) and either the basic observer(17) or the extended observer(18),
where(A − LC,G,H) or (A − LC,G,H − KC), respectively, is strictly passive with corresponding positive
definite and symmetric matricesP andQ satisfying(5). Assume also that the additional conditions of Lemma 2 or
Lemma 3, respectively, are satisfied. Letx(·) be a locally AC solution to(13) for x(0) ∈ dom(ρ◦H) and locally AC
inputu : [0,+∞) → IRm. Then the observer(17) or (18), respectively, has for eacĥx(0) withHx̂(0) ∈ dom(ρ)
or (H −KC)x̂(0) +Ky(0) ∈ dom(ρ) = S, respectively, a unique locally AC solutionx̂(·), which exponentially
recovers the statex(·) in the sense that the observation errore(t) := x(t) − x̂(t) satisfies the exponential decay
bound
‖e(t)‖ ≤
√
λmax(P )
λmin(P )
‖e(0)‖ exp
(
−
λmin(Q)
2λmax(P )
t
)
(36)
for t ∈ IR+. 
Proof: Using Lemma 2 or Lemma 3 for the basic and extended observer, respectively, it follows that for each
locally AC solution to the observer plant (13), the observeralso has a locally AC solution̂x(·) providedHx̂(0) ∈
dom(ρ) or (H−KC)x̂(0)+Ky(0) ∈ dom(ρ) = S, respectively. Hence, the observation errore(·) = x(·)− x̂(·)
is also locally AC and satisfies (for the extended observer (18)) almost everywhere the error dynamics, obtained
by subtracting (13) and (18):
ė(t) = (A− LC)e(t) −G(w(t) − ŵ(t)) (37a)
w(t) ∈ ρ(Hx(t)) (37b)
ŵ(t) ∈ ρ(Hx(t) − (H −KC)e(t))). (37c)
We consider now the candidate Lyapunov functionV (e) = 12e
⊤Pe. Sincee(·) is locally AC,V (·) is also locally
AC, and the derivativėV (e(·)) exists almost everywhere. The functionV̇ (e(·)) satisfies almost everywhere
V̇ (e(t)) = e⊤(t)P ė(t)
= e⊤(t)P ((A− LC)e(t) −G(w(t) − ŵ(t)))
= − 12e
⊤(t)Qe(t) − e⊤(t)(H −KC)⊤(w(t) − ŵ(t))
(38)
for somew(·), ŵ(·) satisfying (37b),(37c). Since
e⊤(t)(H −KC)⊤(w(t) − ŵ(t)) = 〈Hx(t) − {(H −KC)x̂(t) +Ky(t)}, w(t) − ŵ(t)〉
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withw(t) ∈ ρ(Hx(t)) andŵ(t) ∈ ρ(Hx̂(t)+K(y(t)−ŷ(t))), it follows from monotonicity ofρ(·) thate⊤(t)(H−
KC)⊤(w(t) − ŵ(t)) ≥ 0. Note that in case of the extended observer and thus under theconditions of Lemma 3,
thatρ(·) = N(S; ·) is also monotone. Therefore,
V̇ (e(t)) ≤ −
1
2
e⊤(t)Qe(t). (39)
As e⊤Qe ≥ λmin(Q)e⊤e ≥
λmin(Q)
λmax(P )
e⊤Pe = 2λmin(Q)
λmax(P )
V (e) for all e ∈ IRn, we have that
V̇ (e(t)) ≤ −
λmin(Q)
λmax(P )
V (e(t)). (40)
Clearly, this implies that
λmin(P )‖e(t)‖
2 ≤ V (e(t)) ≤ exp
(
−
λmin(Q)
λmax(P )
t
)
V (e(0)) ≤ λmax(P ) exp
(
−
λmin(Q)
λmax(P )
t
)
‖e(0)‖2.
This proves the exponential recovery of the state. The conditi (36) is now obtained by taking the square root
of the inequality above. The case of the basic observer follows as a special case of the reasoning above by taking
K = 0. 
Remark 5 Extensions of Theorem 4 to more general systems of the form



ẋ(t) = Ax(t) −Gw(t) +Bu(t)
w(t) ∈ ρ(Hx(t) −Dw(t) + Eu(t))
y(t) = Cx(t)
(41)
with observers of the type
{
˙̂x(t) = (A− LC)x̂(t) −Gŵ(t) + Ly(t) + Bu(t)
ŵ(t) ∈ ρ((H −KC)x̂(t) +Ky(t) −Dŵ(t) + Eu(t))
(42)
are possible, provided the well-posedness of the observer(42) can be guaranteed. Indeed, suppose that(41) has
a locally AC solutionx(·) with x(0) = x0 and some inputu(·) and thatx̂(·) is a locally AC solution to(42) for
some initial observer statêx(0) and driving inputsu(·) andy(·) = Cx(·). Moreover, assume thatρ(·) is monotone
and that the quadruple(A−LC,G,H −KC,D) is rendered strictly passive in the sense that there exist poi ive
definite and symmetric matricesP andQ such that the matrix inequality
(
−(A− LC)⊤P − P (A− LC) −Q −PG+ (H −KC)⊤
−G⊤P + (H −KC) D +D⊤
)
 0 (43)
holds. The latter condition is the generalization of(5) defining strict passivity of the linear system
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bw(t) (44a)
z(t) = Cx(t) +Dw(t) (44b)
(see [16]). Indeed, forD = 0 the existence of symmetricP ≻ 0 andQ ≻ 0 such that(43) holds reduces to the
same matrices satisfying(5). Under these conditions, a similar reasoning as in the proofof Theorem 4 applies to
concludelimt→∞[x(t)− x̂(t)] = 0. Hence, this indicates that establishing well-posedness is the crucial step in the
extension of the obtained results. In particular cases, by assuming additional structure on the multivalued mapping
̺(·), dedicated well-posedness results (e.g. for LCS [15, 35, 21, 38, 20, 40, 71, 13, 37], for linear relay systems
[32, 53, 62], or for DIs attaining bounded, non-empty and convex values using upper semicontinuity conditions on
the multivalued map [32, 9, 26]) may be applied. Such extensions are clearly of interest as they would allow the
consideration of further applications within the domain ofLCS such as certain switched electrical circuits (that
often lead to models as in(41) with D 6= 0 or G not full column rank). However, if no additional structure is
imposed onρ(·), section 2.2 and section 2.3 present general well-posedness results, which requireD to be the zero
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matrix. As the stability results can be extended easily, it is of interest to study the extensions of the well-posedness
results for these systems to enlarge the domain of applicabity even further. Clearly, the theory developed here
already applies to a broad range of applications in mechanics, electrical engineering, control engineering and
economics and moreover, forms a basis for further developments for nonlinear vector fields and output functions.

4.2 Time-dependent multifunctions
Let us now deal with systems, where the multifunction in the right-hand-side is time-dependent. More specifically,
we will consider̺ (x, t) = ∂ψS(t)(Hx(t)) = N(S(t);Hx(t)), S(t) ⊂ IR
l, whereS(·) satisfies either assumptions
(A1), and(A2) or satisfies locally pAC or RCBV conditions and taking polyhedral values as in (12). We consider
the system in (16) and we study the extended observer dynamics given by the measure differential inclusion (19).
We use the formulation in terms of a measure differential inclusion, because we anticipate forS(·) being locally
pAC or RCBV implying that it is expected that the solutionsx(·) andx̂(·) will jump.
4.2.1 Observer well-posedness
We have the following well-posedness result:
Lemma 4 [Time-dependentρ(·, ·) = N(S(·); ·), extended observer, AC/pAC/RCBV solutions,S(·) polyhe-
dral values] Consider the system (16) such that Assumption 2 holds. Suppose there exists a symmetric positive
definite matrixP such thatG⊤P = H−KC,G is of full column rank andS(t) is non-empty and polyhedral as in
(12) for eacht ≥ 0 with u(·) being locally AC (resp. locally pAC, resp. locally RCBV). Let x(·) be a correspond-
ing locally AC (resp. locally pAC, resp. locally RCBV) solution to (16) with output trajectoryy(·) for somex(0)
withHx(0) ∈ S(0). Then the corresponding observer dynamics (19) has a uniquelocally AC (resp. locally pAC,
resp. locally RCBV) solution on[0,+∞) for initial condition x̂(0) with (H −KC)x̂(0) +Ky(0) ∈ S(0). 
The proof of this lemma relies on Theorem 3. Once the state transformationξ = Rx̂ as in (31) is performed,
one gets an inclusion similar to (35) withS′(t) = {z ∈ IRn | M(H −KC)z +MKy(t) +Nu(t) + F ≥ 0},
which for eacht ≥ 0 is non-empty, becauseS(t) is non-empty andH−KC = G⊤P has full row rank. As the line
of reasoning is similar as before, we omit the proof for brevity. For the basic observer, we can derive the following
lemma, that applies for more general time-dependent setsS(t), that are not necessarily polyhedral as in (12).
Lemma 5 [Time-dependentρ(·, ·) = N(S(·); ·), basic observer, AC solutions, generalS(·)] Consider the
system in (16) such that Assumption 2 holds and the observer (19) withK = 0. Suppose there exists a symmetric
positive definite matrixP such thatG⊤P = H ,G is of full column rank,u(·) is locally AC andS(·) satisfies(A1)
and (A2). Letx(·) be a corresponding locally AC solution to(16) with output trajectoryy(·) for somex(0) with
Hx(0) ∈ S(0). Then, the corresponding observer dynamics (19) has a unique locally AC solution on[0,+∞) for
initial condition x̂(0) withHx̂(0) ∈ S(0). 
Proof: From Assumption 2,y(·) is locally AC. FromG⊤P = H and the variable changeξ = Rx as in (31), and
using Lemma 1, one deduces that (19) can be recast into (8), where t e conditions of Theorem 2 apply. 
To emphasize the result of Lemma 5, in caseK = 0 (basic observer) the setS(t) needs not be polyhedral, but
merelyr−prox-regular. It is noteworthy that relaxing the convexityto r−prox regularity may become necessary
when in (2) nonlinear vector fields and output functionsz = h(x), y = c(x) are considered, because convexity is
often a too stringent assumption in the nonlinear case.
Remark 6 It is quite possible that by adapting [30, Theorem 3.1] the locally pAC or even the locally RCBV case be
treated and Lemma 5 extended to solutions that are locally pAC or locally RCBV. However, uniqueness of solutions
may not be obtained in this manner as [30, Theorem 3.1] is merely an existence theorem. Also the condition (9)
must be added in such a case. 
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4.2.2 Asymptotic recovery of the state
We focus on the locally pAC case withS(t) a non-empty and polyhedral time-dependent set as in (12) foreach
t ≥ 0. Using that both (16) and (19) have locally pAC solutionsx(·) andx̂(·), respectively, under the assumptions
of Lemma 4, the observation errore := x− x̂ exists on[0,+∞), is locally pAC as well and satisfies the measure
differential inclusion



−de+ (A− LC)e(t)dt ∈ G {N(S(t); (H −KC)x(t) +Ky(t)) −N(S(t); (H −KC)x̂(t) +Ky(t))}
e(0) = x(0) − x̂(0), Hx(0) ∈ S(0), (H −KC)x̂(0) +KCx(0) ∈ S(0).
(45)
Before studying the stability, we will characterize the jumps ine.
Lemma 6 Assume that(A−LC,G,H−KC) is strictly passive and that the conditions of Lemma 4 are satisfied.
Letx(·) be a locally pAC solution to(16)with y(·) a corresponding output trajectory for somex(0) withHx(0) ∈
S(0) and some locally pAC inputu(·). Let the corresponding (unique) locally pAC solution to theobserver
dynamics (19) for some initial condition̂x(0) with (H −KC)x̂(0) +Ky(0) ∈ S(0) be given bŷx(·). Then the
error dynamics(45)satisfies at the atoms of the differential measurede:
e(t+) = R−1prox[S′(t+);Rx(t−)] −R−1prox[S′(t+);Rx̂(t−)], (46)
whereR = P
1
2 with P ≻ 0 the solution of the strict passivity condition(30) and the setS′(t) is given by
{ξ ∈ IRn | (H −KC)R−1ξ +Ky(t) ∈ S(t)} ⊂ IRn. Moreover,
e⊤(t+)Pe(t+) ≤ e⊤(t−)Pe(t−). (47)

Proof: The system (16) can be transformed into
−dξ +R(A− LC)R−1ξ(t)dt+RBu(t)dt+RLy(t)dt ∈ N(S′(t); ξ(t)) (48)
with the coordinate changeξ = Rx. Similarly the observer (19) can be transformed into
−dξ̂ +R(A− LC)R−1ξ̂(t)dt+RBu(t)dt+RLy(t)dt ∈ N(S′(t); ξ̂(t)) (49)
with the change of coordinateŝξ = Rx̂. At atoms we havedt = 0 andde = e(t+) − e(t−). Using (10) we
obtain thatξ(t+) = prox[S′(t+); ξ(t−)] and ξ̂(t+) = prox[S′(t+); ξ̂(t−)]. Sincee(t+) = x(t+) − x̂(t+) =
R−1(ξ(t+) − ξ̂(t+)) equation (46) follows.
If we use in addition the equivalent characterization (11) for the projections, we obtain thatξ(t−) = ξ(t+) +
n(t) with n(t) ∈ N(S′(t+); ξ(t+)) and ξ̂(t−) = ξ̂(t+) + n̂(t) with n̂(t) ∈ N(S′(t+); ξ̂(t+)). Using these
decompositions, we obtain
‖ξ(t−) − ξ̂(t−)‖2 = ‖ξ(t+) − ξ̂(t+)‖2 + 2〈ξ(t+) − ξ̂(t+), n(t) − n̂(t)〉 + ‖n(t) − n̂(t)‖2 ≥ ‖ξ(t+) − ξ̂(t+)‖2,
as the inner product is nonnegative due to the definition of normal cones. Usinge = x − x̂ = R−1(ξ − ξ̂) and
P = R⊤R, it follows thate⊤(t+)Pe(t+) ≤ e⊤(t−)Pe(t−) as in (47). 
Now characterizations for the discontinuities ine are available, exponential recovery of the state by the observer
can be proven.
Theorem 5 Consider the system (16) such that Assumption 2 holds. Assume that the extended observer in (19) is
such that the triple(A − LC,G,H −KC) is strictly passive with corresponding positive definite and symmetric
matricesP andQ satisfying(5),G is of full column rank andS(t) is non-empty and polyhedral as in(12) for each
t ≥ 0 with u(·) a locally pAC input function. Letx(·) be a locally pAC solution to(16) with y(·) a corresponding
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output trajectory for somex(0) with Hx(0) ∈ S(0) and the locally pAC inputu(·). Then the corresponding
observer dynamics (19) has for each initial conditionx̂(0) with (H − KC)x̂(0) + Ky(0) ∈ S(0) a unique
locally pAC solutionx̂(·), which exponentially recovers the statex(·) in the sense that the observation error
e(t) := x(t) − x̂(t) satisfies the exponential decay bound
‖e(t)‖ ≤
√
λmax(P )
λmin(P )
‖e(0)‖ exp
(
−
λmin(Q)
2λmax(P )
t
)
(50)
for t ∈ IR+. 
Proof: Consider as in the proof of Theorem 4 the candidate Lyapunov functionV (e) = 12e
⊤Pe, whereP andQ
are positive definite and symmetric matrices satisfying (5). Sincee(·) is locally pAC, so isV (e(·)). Recall that
Moreau’s rule for the subdifferentiation of quadratic functions of locally RCBV functions (and thus also of locally
pAC functions) yieldsdV = (e+ + e−)⊤Pde [54, p.8]. At atoms ofde (jumps ofe) the functionV (e(·)), which
is locally pAC, satisfiesdV = (e+ + e−)⊤P (e+ − e−) = (e+)⊤Pe+ − (e−)⊤Pe−. Using (47) it follows that
at atoms ofde one getsdV ≤ 0. Since the multivalued mappingsN(S(t); ·) are monotone for eacht and locally
pAC functions have a countable set of jump times (actually a finite number of jump times in each finite length time
interval), it follows that the inequality (40) is valid almost everywhere. To be precise, (40) holds on[0,+∞) except
at times wheree is discontinuous and times whereV (e(·)) is not differentiable. This proof is now completed by
using the inequality (40) together withdV ≤ 0 (implying V (t+) ≤ V (t−) for all t ≥ 0) in a similar manner as in
the proof of Theorem 4. 
The result in Theorem 5 shows that we developed observers forsystems with state jumps, a topic on which not
many results are available in the literature. Of course, in absence of jumps (e.g. when we have locally AC solu-
tions), the above result also applies. The convexity of the setsS(t) is convenient to assure the monotonicity of the
normal cones considered as multivalued mappings, for eacht. In case the sets are−prox-regular but not convex
as in Lemma 5, the monotonicity has to be replaced by the hypomon tonicity property. Further characterizations
of the solutions (see e.g. the second part of [29, Theorem 1] in which upperbounds on‖ ẋ(t) + f(t, x(t)) ‖ are
computed as functions ofβ(·) in Theorem 2 andv(·) in (A2) are needed in order to prove the asymptotic recovery
of the state in such a case. Relaxing the convexity to ther−prox-regularity for the asymptotic recovery of the
state is not considered in the current paper due to space limitat ons and the fact that in this case only local results
are obtained. However, note that in case ofr-prox regular sets the well-posedness of the observer was proven in
Lemma 5 for locally AC inputsu(·).
5 Stabilization of multivalued systems
In the previous sections we have considered the observer design problem under the assumption that the inputu(·)
was some admissible exogenous function of time. In this section we are interested in the stabilization of the DIs
under study using output-based controllers. The approach we will take is based on the combination of a state
feedback controlu(t) = Mx(t) in which the state vectorx(t) is replaced by an estimated statedx̂(t) obtained
by one of the proposed observers. In other words, we are adopting acertainty equivalencecontroller of the form
u(t) = Mx̂(t), whereM ∈ IRm×n is a constant matrix gain, and̂x(t) is the state of the observer at timet ≥ 0.
This means that we have to consider the interconnection of the observed system and of the observer through this
particular input and assess the well-posedness and the stability of the resulting closed loop. This section will
provide a discussion on how the separation principle may apply to the considered class of nonsmooth, nonlinear
systems. In particular, two separation principles will be pr sented.
5.1 State feedback
We start with a result for the system (13) in case the completestat variablex is measured. Hence, we can use a
state feedback controller of the form
u(t) = Mx(t). (51)
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The closed-loop system consisting of (13) and (51) can be written as



ẋ(t) = (A+BM)x(t) −Gw(t)
w(t) ∈ ρ(Hx(t))
x(0) = x0 ∈ dom(ρ ◦H).
(52)
Definition 3 The system(52) is calledglobally exponentially stable, if
[Deadlock free ] for all x0 ∈ dom(ρ ◦H) a locally AC solutionx(·) exists on[0,+∞) with x(0) = x0, and
[Exponential decay ] there existµ > 0 andσ > 0 such that allx0 ∈ dom(ρ ◦H) and all corresponding locally
AC solutionsx(·) with initial conditionx(0) = x0 satisfy
‖x(t)‖ ≤ σ‖x0‖e
−µt (53)
for all t ∈ IR+.

Two observations regarding this definition are in order. First of all, note that the “deadlock free” condition
states that the closed-loop system (52) is not a trivial closed-loop system without trajectories for the initial states
of interest. Secondly, this definition does not necessarilyinclude uniqueness of solutions given an initial condition,
but merely existence, although certain uniqueness properties will be proven below. Moreover, the restriction to
locally AC solutions of (52) in Definition 3 (instead of for instance, locally pAC solutions) is natural as there are
no external inputs in (52), which may cause discontinuitiesn the state trajectory.
In an analogous manner as in the proofs of Lemma 2 and Theorem 4, the following result can be obtained.
Theorem 6 Consider the system(52) with 0 ∈ ρ(0) and ρ(·) being maximal monotone. Assume that(A +
BM,G,H) is strictly passive andG has full column rank. Then the system(52) has a unique locally AC solution
for eachx(0) = x0 ∈ dom(̺ ◦H) and the system is globally exponentially stable in the senseof Definition 3. 
5.2 Separation principle: dynamic output feedback
Let us consider the system (13) and the extended observer (18). As proven in section 4.1.2 the observer recovers
the state exponentially. Insertingu(t) = Mx̂(t) in the dynamics (13) and (18), yields
(
ẋ(t)
ė(t)
)
=
(
A+BM −BM
0 A− LC
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Acl
(
x(t)
e(t)
)
−
(
G 0
G −G
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Gcl
(
w(t)
ŵ(t)
)
(54a)
(
z(t)
ẑ(t)
)
=
(
H 0
H −H +KC
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hcl
(
x(t)
e(t)
)
(54b)
(
w(t)
ŵ(t)
)
∈ φ(z(t), ẑ(t)), (54c)
whereφ : IRl×IRl → IR2l, with φ(z, ẑ)
△
=
(
ρ(z)
ρ(ẑ)
)
. In the following we denoteξ(t) =
(
x(t)
e(t)
)
, w̄(t) =
(
w(t)
ŵ(t)
)
,
z̄(t) = Hclξ(t). Thusw̄(t) ∈ φ(z̄(t)). The closed-loop system can then be rewritten as the DI
−ξ̇(t) +Aclξ(t) ∈ Gclφ(Hclξ(t)). (55)
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In order to analyze the stability and the well-posedness of the closed-loop system, one can follow a direct
approach by trying to designK, L andM simultaneously such that the triple(Acl, Gcl, Hcl) as in (54) is strictly
passive. In this case one could rely on Theorem 6 to show that closed-loop system is well-posed and is globally
exponentially stable. The more interesting case is to find situations in which aseparation principleholds, as this
has the advantage that the observer and the state feedback gain can be designed independently and possibly with
less conservative conditions as strict passivity of the overall closed-loop system. In the current setting we are
interested in the following separation principle.
Problem 2 Given
• a well-posed observer based on strict passivity of(A−LC,G,H−KC) that recovers the state exponentially,
and
• a state feedback as in(51) resulting in a globally exponentially stable closed-loop system(52) by rendering
(A+BM,G,H) strictly passive as in Theorem 6.
Establish global exponential stability of the closed-loopsystem(54) in the sense of Definition 3 (included deadlock
freeness). 
5.2.1 Closed-loop stability
The stability can be obtained on the general level, once the well-posedness of the closed-loop (54) is established.
This is evidenced by the following result.
Theorem 7 Consider the system(54) and assume that(A + BM,G,H) and (A − LC,G,H − KC) are both
strictly passive andG has full column rank. Let0 ∈ ρ(0). Moreover, we assume that the system has for each initial
state(x⊤0 , e
⊤
0 )
⊤ ∈ dom(φ ◦ Hcl) a locally AC solution on[0,∞). Then the closed-loop system(54) is globally
exponentially stable. 
Proof: Since(A+BM,G,H) is strictly passive, there exist symmetric matricesPx ≻ 0 andQx ≻ 0 such that (5)
holds. Similarly, for(A−LC,G,H −KC) one can find symmetric matricesPe ≻ 0 andQe ≻ 0. The proof will
now be based on finding aβ > 0 such thatVβ(x, e) = x⊤Pxx+βe⊤Pee is a Lyapunov function for (54) for some
β > 0. Note that the(x⊤, e⊤)⊤-part is locally AC and hence, almost everywhere differentiable. As consequence,
we can differentiateVβ along each such solution trajectory leading to (we omit the dependence ont for brevity)
V̇β(x, e) = 2x
⊤(A+BM)⊤Pxx− 2e
⊤M⊤B⊤Pxx− 2w
⊤G⊤Pxx+ 2βe
⊤Pe((A − LC)e− 2βG(w − ŵ))
< −x⊤Qxx− 2e
⊤M⊤B⊤Pxx− 2w
⊤Hx− βe⊤Qee− 2βe
⊤(H −KC)⊤(w − ŵ) (56)
≤ −x⊤Qxx− 2e
⊤M⊤B⊤Pxx− βe
⊤Qee
almost everywhere withw , ŵ satisfyw ∈ ρ(Hx) andŵ ∈ ρ(Hx+(KC −H)e). Note that in the second step we
used the matrix inequality (5a) and the equality (5b). In thelast step we used monotonicity ofρ(·) twice and the
fact that0 ∈ ρ(0). SincePx ≻ 0 andPe ≻ 0, we can bounḋVβ(x, e) further as
V̇β(x, e) < −α‖x‖
2 − βδ‖e‖2 + 2γ‖e‖‖x‖ = −
(
‖x‖
‖e‖
)⊤ (
α −γ
−γ βδ
) (
‖x‖
‖e‖
)
for α = λmin(Qx) > 0, δ = λmin(Qe) > 0 and someγ > 0 depending onM⊤B⊤Px. To haveVβ as a Lyapunov
function for someβ > 0, it suffices to find aβ > 0 such that the matrix
(
α −γ
−γ βδ
)
∈ IR2×2
is positive definite. Since the matrix is symmetric, only theleading principal minorsα andαβδ − γ2 have to be
positive definite. For anyβ sufficiently large, this is achieved and the correspondingVβ is a Lyapunov function
showing the global exponential stability of the closed-loop system (54). 
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5.2.2 Closed-loop well-posedness
As was the case for the extensions to the observer design results (cf. Remark 5), the proof of well-posedness, or at
least the existence of solutions to the closed-loop system (54) given appropriate initial conditions is more difficult
than the stability proof.
We will consider here the case where we takeρ(·) = N(S; ·) for a polyhedral setS of the form (12) with the
matrixN = 0, and where we take the basic observer (K = 0). Hence,ρ(·) is time-independent. We aim now at
proving well-posedness via the reasoning as adopted in section (21) and thus using the existence of a symmetric and
positive definite matrixS such thatSGcl = H⊤cl . Using strict passivity of(A+BM,G,H) and(A−LC,G,H),
we obtain the existence of a positive definite and symmetric matrixP (either equal toPx or Pe) with PG = H⊤.
By straightforward calculations it is easy to see that
(
2P −P
−P P
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:P̄
Gcl = H
⊤
cl . (57)
As P̄ is positive definite and symmetric, we can use the reasoning isection 3.4 together with Theorem 7 to obtain
the following result.
Theorem 8 Let the two triples(A + BM,G,H) and(A − LC,G,H) be strictly passive and letρ(·) = N(S; ·)
with S of the form(12) with the matrixN = 0. Then the closed-loop system in (54) withK = 0 (basic observer)
has a unique locally AC solution on[0,+∞) for each(x⊤0 , e
⊤
0 )
⊤ withHcl(x⊤0 , e
⊤
0 ) ∈ dom(φ). In addition,(54)
is globally exponential stable. 
It is important to remark that Theorem 8 proves a separation princi le for the case withK = 0 and a normal
cone in the feedback loop. For the extended observer (K 6= 0), we will provide a separation principle in the next
section.
5.3 Time-dependent multifunctions
The case of time-dependent multifunctions given by normal cones to time-dependent setsS(·) may be split into
two subcases:
(i) when the multifunction does not depend on the inputu(·) but on some exogenous signal, and
(ii) when it depends explicitly onu(·), i.e.S(t) = S(u(t)).
In the first case, a similar analysis as in the previous section applies, provided the mappingst 7→ S(t) have suitable
properties (like convexity for eacht). Case (ii) is encountered for instance in (21) whenE 6= 0. From (15) and
(18) the closed-loop system then is



−ẋ(t) +Ax(t) +BMx̂(t) ∈ GN(S(Mx̂(t));Hx(t))
− ˙̂x(t) + (A− LC +BM)x̂(t) + LCx(t) ∈ GN(S(Mx̂(t)); (H −KC)x̂(t) +KCx(t)).
(58)
It is apparent from (58) that the study of case(ii) departs significantly from what has been done above, because
the inclusion in (58) is a state-dependent perturbed sweeping process that does not fit within any of the inclusions
of section 2.3. To the best of our knowledge, there is no result on existence of solutions for this type of state-
dependent sweeping processes in the literature. Our stabilization problem therefore opens the analysis of a novel
class of DIs that require extensions of [52].
However, for the particular case of linear complementaritysystems, as discussed in section 3.4, we can derive a
complete separation principle using dedicated results forcomplementarity systems (see also Remark 5). Below, we
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will prove that the strict passivity conditions of(A+BM,G,H) and(A−LC,G,H −KC) suffice to guarantee
a global exponentially stable closed-loop system (including deadlock freeness), that is now given by
(
ẋ
ė
)
= Acl
(
x
e
)
+Gcl
(
w
ŵ
)
(
z
ẑ
)
= Hcl
(
x
e
)
0 ≤
(
w
ŵ
)
⊥
(
z
ẑ
)
≥ 0.
(59)
Theorem 9 Consider the closed-loop linear complementarity system(59) and suppose that the triples(A +
BM,G,H) and (A − LC,G,H − KC) are strictly passive andG has full column rank. Then the system(59)
allows locally AC solutions2 on [0,∞) for any (x⊤0 , e
⊤
0 )
⊤ with Hcl(x⊤0 , e
⊤
0 )
⊤ ≥ 0. In addition, the system is
globally exponentially stable. 
Proof It can be verified that the matrixM := HclGcl =
(
HG 0
KCG (H −KC)G
)
∈ IR2l×2l is a so-called P-
matrix [25, Def. 3.3.1] meaning that all its principal minors3 are positive. To show this, note first thatHG and
(H−KC)G are symmetric and positive definite. Now we use [25, Theorem 3.3.4] that states that a matrixM is a
P-matrix if and only if all real eigenvalues ofM and its principal submatrices are positive. TakeJ ⊆ {1, . . . , 2l}
and partition the index setJ in two setsJ1 ⊆ {1, . . . , l} and J̄2 ⊆ {l + 1, . . . , 2l} with J1 ∪ J̄2 = J . Let
J2 ⊆ {1, . . . , l} be the index set−l + J̄2 := {i | i = j − l for somej ∈ J̄2}. Let v = (v⊤1 , v
⊤
2 )
⊤ 6= 0 be an
eigenvector ofMJJ for the real eigenvalueλ, i.e.MJJv = λv. This can be equivalently written as
(
HJ1•G•J1 0
HJ2•CG•J1 (HJ2• −KJ2•C)G•J2
) (
v1
v2
)
= λ
(
v1
v2
)
, (60)
where we adopted for an arbitrary matrixN ∈ IRm×m the notationNJ• := (Nij)i∈J,j∈{1,...,m} (submatrix
of N that selects rows corresponding to indices inJ) andN•J := (Nij)i∈{1,...,m},j∈J, (selects columns inJ).
Equation (60) yields thatHJ1•G•J1v1 = λv1. SinceHJ1•G•J1 is a principal submatrix ofHG, which is positive
definite and symmetric,HJ1•G•J1 is also positive definite and symmetric and consequently, has only positive real
eigenvalues. Hence, whenv1 6= 0, we obtainλ > 0. In casev1 6= 0, it follows thatv2 cannot be equal to zero
as otherwisev would be zero. Equation (60) together withv1 = 0 yields that(HJ2• − KJ2•C)G•J2v2 = λv2.
Since(HJ2• − KJ2•C)G•J2 is positive definite and symmetric as it is a principal submatrix of (H − KC)G,
it follows that also in this caseλ must be positive. Hence, the matrixM is a P-matrix and the well-posedness
conditions given in [40] apply. Under the conditions that the first non-zero Markov parameterM = HclGcl is a
P-matrix (in the terminology of [40]), local existence of a piecewise Bohl function (see [40] for more details) is
guaranteed and this solution is locally AC (as state jumps can be excluded). Using now the continuation proof of
[38, Theorem VII.2], it can be shown that this locally AC solution can be extended to be a global solution on[0,∞)
and thus global existence of locally AC solutions is guaranteed. Due to Theorem 7, global exponential stability to
(59) follows and the proof is complete. 
6 Numerical example
Let us illustrate the foregoing developments on a linear comple entarity system as in (21) with the following data
A =
(
0.1 0.1
0.3 0.1
)
, G =
(
−1
1
)
, B =
(
1
2
)
,
2Moreover, the solutions are unique within the class of so-called piecewise Bohl functions, see [40] for more details.
3The principal minors ofM are given by the determinants of its principal submatricesMJJ := (Mij)i∈J,j∈J for subsetsJ ⊆
{1, . . . , 2l}.
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H =
(
−1 1
)
, C =
(
2 2
)
, E = 1, F = 0.
We will use the basic observer (17) with the gainL =
(
0.1
0.1
)
as this renders(A − LC,G,H) strictly
passive. Indeed, the LMI in (30) withK = 0 is satisfied withP = I2 the identity matrix, sinceA − LC =(
−0.1 −0.1
0.1 −0.1
)
and thus(A − LC) + (A − LC)⊤ =
(
−0.2 0
0 −0.2
)
< 0. Moreover,G⊤P = H . Based
on Theorem 5 this implies that the basic observer (19) recovers th state exponentially for all locally pAC input
signalsu(·) and all relevant initial conditions.
To illustrate the functioning of the observer, we will present simulations for the observed LCS and the observer
using the initial data arex1(0) = 10, x2(0) = 0, x̂1(0) = 0, x̂2(0) = 0 and the input signal
u(t) =



0 for t ∈ [0, 1)
5.2n+1t+ 5(1 − 2n+1(3 − 2−n)) for t ∈ [3 − 2−n+1, 3 − 2−n), 0 ≤ n ≤ N,
f(t) for t ≥ 3 − 2−N
whereN is a finite integer, and
f(t) =



0 for t ∈ [3 − 2−N , 3)
5 for t ∈ [3 + 2n, 4 + 2n), n ≥ 0
−5 for t ∈ [4 + 2n, 5 + 2n), n ≥ 0
It is noteworthy that this functionu(·) is locally pAC for anyN < +∞, which is allowed in our theoretical
framework irrespective how largeN is. In the simulations below we have chosenN = 100. Note also that
discontinuities remain persistently present in the input functionu(·) when timet progresses to infinity (see also
figure 4). To compute the pAC solutions to both the plant and the observer (which are guaranteed to exist) we have
used the SICONOS platform4 [3]. In particular, we used a numerical integration routinebased on Moreau’s time-
stepping algorithm [1]. A proof of convergence of this numerical scheme applied to perturbed sweeping processes
with RCBV inputs (hence, including pAC inputs as consideredh re) can be found in [30].
In figure 4 we plotted next to the input functionu(·) also the plant statesx1(·) andx2(·) and the observer
stateŝx1(·) andx̂2(·). It can be seen, as guaranteed by the above theory, that the estimat sx̂i(·) recover the states
xi(·), i = 1, 2 of the plant exponentially, even though jumps in both the plant and observer states are present. This
can even be better seen in figure 5 in which we plotted the observer rorsei(·) = xi(·) − x̂i(·), i = 1, 2, which
converge exponentially to zero. Note also the jumps that occur in ei(·), i = 1, 2. Hence, these simulation results
demonstrate the convergence of the observation error to zero, even though the input keeps on jumping persistently.
7 Conclusions
In this paper we presented the observer design for a class of multivalued systems consisting of Lur’e type systems
with either a maximally monotone multivalued mapping or a normal cone to possibly time-dependent convex or
r−prox-regular sets in the feedback path. As the considered class of systems is nonsmooth and multivalued, the
existing literature on nonlinear observer design does not apply to this setting. We proposed two observer structures
(the basic and the extended observer) and we carefully examined the existence and uniqueness of solutions given
an initial condition and input function (well-posedness),as this is not a priori guaranteed. The well-posedness
requirements has consequences on the type of multivalued systems that may be observed and the observer structures
that can be used. The observer design is constructive in nature s it is based on rendering the linear part of the
observation error dynamics strictly passive by choosing appro riate observer gains. Under the natural assumption
4http://siconos.gforge.inria.fr/
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that the observed system has a solution, when the control input belongs to a certain admissible class, it is shown
that there exists a unique solution for the estimated state,and that the observer recovers the state of the original
system exponentially. Particularly interesting is that these observers also work in case the multivalued system
exhibits jumps (discontinuities) in its state variables. These type of results are rare in the literature.
Next to the observer design, we also consider the problem of designing output-based certainty equivalence
controllers in which the estimated state by the observer is used in a state feedback law. We showed that once
an observer and a state feedback can be designed by the procedures outlined in this paper, it is not difficult to
prove global exponential stability of the closed-loop system provided that the closed-loop systems allows solutions
(absence of deadlock). The question of well-posedness (or even the existence of solutions) turns out to be a much
harder problem. Nevertheless, in case of the basic observerand a class of differential inclusions with normal cones
we can prove a complete separation principle. In addition, fr linear complementarity systems we could even
formulate a separation principle using the extended observer.
Future work will involve an investigation of other classes of multivalued systems for which observers can be
constructed and stabilizing output-based controllers canbe designed. It is expected that the current work paves
the way to observer design for inclusions with nonlinear vector field, and possibly complementarity Lagrangian
systems that can be embedded into second order Moreau’s sweeping process. Also the work on stabilization
identified a class of new differential inclusions (sweepingprocesses with sets varying as a function of the state
variable), that have not been considered in the mathematical li er ture before. As such, this paper also formulates
open problems for this branch of mathematics.
A Appendix
Let us first state a technical lemma that is central in the well-posedness proofs.
Lemma 7 [65, p.760]LetS = {x ∈ IRn | Ax−b ∈ C1, x ∈ C2} andS′ = {x ∈ IR
n | Ax−b′ ∈ C1, x ∈ C2}
be two given sets withA a matrix andb andb′ vectors of appropriate dimensions andC1 andC2 non-empty closed
convex sets, whereC1 = {z | Dz ≥ 0} for some matrixD. If S andS′ are non-empty sets, there exists a constant
δ depending onA andD such that haus(S, S′) ≤ δ‖D‖‖b− b′‖. 
Let us now provide a sketch of the proof of Theorem 3, which will be based on Theorem 2 in caseu(·) is
locally AC and on [30, Theorem 3.1] and [17, Theorem 3.3] in caseu(·) is locally RCBV. The locally pAC result
follows by combining these results. The first step is to connect the property ofu(·) in (12) being locally AC or
locally RCBV, with the property of the multivalued mappingt 7→ S(t) with S(t) as in (12). Using Lemma 7 we
may identifyM with A,Nu+ F with −b, andC1 = {z | z ≥ 0}, whileC2 = IR
n. Then we have that
haus(S(t), S(τ)) ≤ γ ||u(t) − u(τ)||, (61)
whereγ is a constant depending onM andN . Thus ifu(·) is locally AC (resp. locally RCBV),S(·) is locally AC
(resp. locally RCBV). In case of locally ACu(·) we rely on Theorem 2 to prove the well-posedness. To show that
the hypothesis of Theorem 2 is true, observe that the vector field f(t, x) = Ax + Bu(t) is Lipschitz continuous
w.r.t. x and that it satisfies a linear growth condition, which are both obviously true due to the linearity properties
of f(·, ·)). Indeed, settingβ(t) = max(||Bu(t)||, ||A||) fulfills the second condition of Theorem 2. Hence, we
conclude that in the locally AC case, Theorem 3 follows from Theorem 2. In the locally RCBV case, the existence
of locally RCBV solutions follows from [30, Theorem 3.1]. The uniqueness can be shown in a way similar to the
proof of [17, Theorem 3.3].
The existence of locally pAC solutions in case of locally pACinputsu(·) follows from the locally AC case.
Indeed, consider the input(·) on a compact intervalI = [t0, T ] ⊂ [0,+∞) with t0 < T . Then there exists a finite
set of times{ti}i=0,1,...,N with t0 < t1 < . . . < tN = T such thatu(·) is AC on[ti, ti+1). Asx(t0) = x0 ∈ S(t0)
andu(·) is AC on[t0, t1) we can apply the existence result for the locally AC case, which provides an AC solution
x(·) on [t0, t1). Asu(·) may jump att1, we apply the jump characterization in (10) givenx(t
−
1 ) andS(t
+
1 ), which,
providesx(t+1 ) ∈ S(t
+
1 ). The convexity ofS(t
+
1 ) guarantees that this projection is well defined. This construction
can be continued for each interval[ti, ti+1) for i = 1, . . . , N − 1 providing a pAC solutionx(·) on I. As I was
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arbitrary, this construction leads to a locally pAC solution x(·) to the DI (7) on[0,+∞). As x(·) is also locally
RCBV, the uniqueness proven for the case of locally RCBV applies now to show the uniqueness within the class
of locally pAC functions as well.
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